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TENSORS MASQUERADING AS MATCHGATES: RELAXING
PLANARITY RESTRICTIONS ON PFAFFIAN CIRCUITS
JACOB TURNER˚
Abstract. Holographic algorithms, alternatively known as Pfaffian circuits,
have received a great deal of attention for giving polynomial-time algorithms of
#P-hard problems. Much work has been done to determine the extent of what
this machinery can do and the expressiveness of these circuits. One aspect of
interest is the fact that these circuits must be planar. Work has been done
to try and relax the planarity conditions and extend these algorithms further.
We show that an approach based on orbit closures does not work, but give a
different technique for allowing the SWAP gate to be used in a Pfaffian circuit
given a suitable basis and restricted type of graph. This is done by exploiting
the fact that the set of Pfaffian (co)gates always lies in a hyperplane. We then
give a variety of bases that can be chosen such that the SWAP gate acts like
a Pfaffian cogate and discuss how many SWAP gates can be implemented in
a Pfaffian circuit.
Keywords: counting complexity, tensor network, holographic algorithms
1. Introduction
Leslie Valiant defined a set of linear operators, which he called matchgates,
as a set of building blocks from which could be built circuits (which he called
matchcircuits) [18]. One of the main motivations for matchcircuits is that they are
akin to how quantum circuits are defined, but can be computed efficiently [8]. This
relationship is especially clear when matchcircuits are place within the formalism of
tensor networks (we shall assume the reader is familiar with these objects) [10, 14].
Matchgates are defined by a set of equations, which depends on the number of
inputs and outputs of the gate. That is, for a fixed number of inputs/outputs, the
gates define a variety [17, 5]. The structure of these gates is such that matchcircuits
can be computed in polynomial time. This stands in contrast to the complexity of
evaluating an arbitrary tensor network, a problem known to be #P-hard [6].
There is a natural group action on any matchcircuit that leaves the value of the
computation unchanged. As such, the orbit of any circuit is another circuit with a
polynomial-time evaluation. These are called holographic algorithms (in the setting
of tensor networks, they go by the name of Pfaffian circuits and is the name we shall
use) and were used by Valiant to devise polynomial time algorithms for problems
not known to be in P and which are closely related to NP and #P-hard problems
[19].
Pfaffian circuits have the restriction that they are seemingly planar. The map
that allows two wires to be switched is called the SWAP gate (or tensor) and acts
˚ Korteweg-de Vries Institute for Mathematics, University of Amsterdam, 1098 XG Amster-
dam, Netherlands.
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on a basis of C2 b C2 by ei b ej ÞÑ ej b ei. It is known that this tensor is not a
Pfaffian gate in any basis [13]. However, it may the case that a combination Pfaffian
gates in some basis can be composed to form the SWAP gate; this question is still
open.
Holographic algorithms have also been looked at in the broader context of P
v.s. #P in complexity theory, specifically with regard to dichotomy theorems for
counting constraint satisfaction problems (#CSP).
Given a #CSP problem, one can visualize it with a bipartite graph: one indepen-
dent set corresponds to the variables and the other independent set corresponds to
the clauses. A variable vertex is connected to a clause vertex if the variable appears
in the clause. If there are no restrictions on the graph, those clauses (which can
be viewed as tensors or gates) for which the corresponding #CSP problem can be
solved efficiently have been classically. Otherwise, the problem is as hard as any in
#P, assuming P ‰ #P [1, 7, 2, 4].
Not all matchgates are among the allowed gates specified by the aforementioned
dichotomy theorem. Despite the fact that #CSP problems built from these gates
are efficiently solvable, there is no contradiction as the graphs associated to the
problem are forced to be planar. In fact, the tractable planar-#CSP problems are
precisely those holographic algorithms built from matchgates [3]. This pushes the
boundary of polynomial-time solvable #CSP problems. This could potentially be
pushed even further if planarity restrictions were somehow relaxed.
In this paper, we discuss two strategies for allowing a Pfaffian circuit to have
SWAP tensors while retaining the tractability of the evaluation problem. This will
be done by looking at Pfaffian gates that act identically to the SWAP gate in the
context of a given circuit.
In fact, these two strategies can be used in trying to “algebraically approximate”
a tensor network with a Pfaffian circuit. By this, we mean that there is an algebraic
construction that changes the gates in a Pfaffian circuit to tensors that are not
normally allowed, but because of the nature of the algebraic construction, preserves
the value of the Pfaffian circuit it came from. We hope these techniques can be
used to replace Pfaffian gates with more familiar or convenient gates, aiding in
the combinatorial reasoning about such circuits and in designing polynomial time
algorithms.
The first strategy involves looking at orbit closures of Pfaffian gates. As already
mentioned, there is a natural group action on Pfaffian circuits that does not change
its value. Furthermore, if one replaces the gates with those in the Zariski closure
of an orbit, one gets a circuit with the same value as the original Pfaffian circuit.
Thus one may look to see if the SWAP gate lies in the orbit closure of any Pfaffian
gate. If so, then this gate could be replaced with SWAP gate without affecting the
value of the circuit, perhaps assuming some special conditions.
The second strategy uses the fact that if a basis is specified, the variety of Pfaffian
gates with fixed inputs/outputs lie in a hyperspace. The last step in evaluating a
Pfaffian circuit is done by taking the inner product of two Pfaffian gates. But since
the set of Pfaffian gates lie in a hyperspace, it may be that xv ´ u, xy “ 0 for all
Pfaffian gates x, and a particular Pfaffian gate u and tensor v. Then one can replace
the Pfaffian gate u with the tensor v and leave the value of the circuit unchanged.
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The organization of this paper is as follows: We first give the necessary back-
ground on Pfaffian circuits, the group action on these circuits, as well as the evalu-
ation algorithm and a discussion of the relevant varieties. In Section 3, we discuss
the problem of determining which Pfaffian gates contain the SWAP gate in their
orbit closures. We conclude that no such Pfaffian gate exists. Lastly, in Section 4,
we determine a set of basis changes for certain Pfaffian circuits such that certain
Pfaffian gates can be replaced by the SWAP gate. We show however, that at most
one SWAP gate can be replaced.
2. Background
A Pfaffian circuit is given as a planar bipartite graph with a tensor on each vertex.
The variety of tensors that can be placed on a vertex depends on which independent
set the vertex is in, as well as its degree. Whereas in the introduction, we referred to
all of these tensors as Pfaffian gates, henceforth the tensors on one independent set
will be called Pfaffian gates and the tensors on the other independent set Pfaffian
cogates.
Throughout this paper, we use bra-ket notation. Let tv0, v1u be a orthonormal
basis of C2 and tv˚0 , v
˚
1 u be the respective dual basis. By |i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ iky, ij P t0, 1u, we
mean bkj“1vij and xi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ik| :“ b
k
j“1v
˚
ij
. For I Ď rns, let χIpiq “ 1 if i P I and 0
otherwise, for i P rns. Then define |Iy :“ |χIp1q ¨ ¨ ¨χIpnqy and xI| likewise.
Let Jn be the set of nˆ n skew-symmetric matrices, and J :“
Ť8
n“1 Jn. Given
an n ˆ n matrix M and I Ď rns, let MI be the principal minor formed by taking
the rows and columns in I. Let I denote the complement of I in rns. Then we
define two maps sPfn : Jn Ñ C
2n and sPf_n : JÑ pC
˚q2
n
as follows:
sPfnpMq “
ÿ
IĎrns
PfpMIq|Iy
sPf_n pMq “
ÿ
IĎrns
PfpMIqxI|
By definition, PfpHq “ 1. The images of sPfnpMq and sPf
_
n pMq define varieties
Pn and P
_
n of (elementary) arity n gates and (elementary) arity n cogates respec-
tively. We will extend our notion of Pfaffian gates and cogates later. These maps
lift to maps on all of J and the so the set of gates is P :“
Ť
Pn and the set of
cogates is P_ :“
Ť
P_n .
Definition 2.1. A Pfaffian circuit is a planar bipartite graph with two independent
sets W1,W2 such that for every v P W1, v is assigned a tensor in Pdegpvq and for
every w PW2, w is assigned a tensor in P
_
degpvq.
To evaluate a Pfaffian circuit, it is first embedded in the plane. Since the graph
is bipartite, the dual graph is Eulerian. The Eulerian cycle of the dual graph can
be drawn as a planar curve that intersects every edge of the Pfaffian circuit exactly
once. An edge is then given the label 1. The next edge the planar curve intersects
is given the label 2, the next edge label 3, and so on.
Rearranging the graph so that the edges are all placed parallel to each other,
aligned vertically such that the labels increase from top to bottom makes one in-
dependent set of vertices all lie to the left of some vertical line and the other inde-
pendent set lie on the other side. Then one of the two independent sets is equal to
a single elementary Pfaffian gate and the other a single elementary Pfaffian cogate.
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Definition 2.2. LetM be a square matrix whose rows and columns are labeled by
I Ă N, with the labels in strictly increasing order. Similarly, let N be another such
matrix with labels J and IXJ “ H. We define M‘˜N to be the direct sumM ‘N
(which inherits a natural labeling from the labeling of M and N) rearranged such
that rows and columns are labeled in strictly increasing order.
Example 2.3.
ˆ 1 3
1 m11 m12
3 m21 m22
˙
‘˜
¨
˝
2 4 5
2 n11 n12 n13
4 n21 n22 n23
5 n31 n32 n33
˛
‚“
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
1 2 3 4 5
1 m11 0 m12 0 0
2 0 n11 0 n12 n13
3 m21 0 m22 0 0
4 0 n21 0 n22 n23
5 0 n31 0 n32 n33
˛
‹‹‹‹‚
Lemma 2.4 ([14]). For two skew-symmetric matricesM,N P J labeled as in Defini-
tion 2.2, sPfpMqbsPfpNq “ sPfpM‘˜Nq and sPf_pMqbsPf_pNq “ sPf_pM‘˜Nq.
With the labeling the coming from the planar curve, we see that we can combine
the two independent sets into a Pfaffian gate sPfpΞq and a Pfaffian cogate sPf_pΘq.
Definition 2.5. The value of a Pfaffian circuit is given by the value of the standard
pairing
xsPf_pΘq, sPfpΞqy.
Theorem 2.6 ([16, 14]). xsPf_pΘq, sPfpΞqy “ PfpΞ`Θ˜q where Θ˜ij “ p´1qi`j`1Θij.
Theorem 2.6 tells us that instead of taking the inner product of two vectors of
length 2n, we can instead compute the Pfaffian of an nˆn skew-symmetric matrix.
This allows us to efficiently compute the value of a Pfaffian circuit.
2.1. The Group Action on Pfaffian Circuits. Let Γ be a Pfaffian circuit and
G “ pV,Eq its underlying graph. Let V “ W1 Y W2 be divided into its two
independent sets. Then consider the following vector space:
UΓ :“
ˆ à
vPW1
pC2qbdegpvq
˙
‘
ˆ à
wPW2
ppC2q˚qbdegpwq
˙
“
à
ePE
pC2 ‘ pC2q˚q.
Consider the action of SLp2,Cq on C2 ‘ pC2q˚ by g.pv, φq :“ pgv, φ ˝ g´1q. This
induces an action on UG by the group
SLΓ :“
à
ePE
SLp2,Cq.
One could also use the group
À
ePE GLp2,Cq but this does not add to the number
of circuits equivalent to Pfaffian circuits as conjugation by GLpV q is not a faithful
action.
The Pfaffian (co)gates of Γ are all elements of UΓ and the value of Γ is invariant
under the action of GLΓ on UΓ. So it makes sense to extend our definitions of
Pfaffian (co)gates beyond the elementary ones defined previously.
Definition 2.7. A tensor in pC2qbn is a Pfaffian gate if it is in the orbit of the
group SLp2,Cq‘n acting on Pn. We define a tensor in ppC2q˚qbn to be a Pfaffian
cogate if it is in the orbit of SLp2,Cq‘n acting on P_n .
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We do not allow the arbitrary Pfaffian gates and cogates to be associated to
vertices in a bipartite graph. There is a compatability condition for Γ, namely that
under the action of SLΓ, Γ can be taken to a Pfaffian circuit as in Definition 2.1.
2.2. Equations Defining Pfaffian (Co)Gates. As previously mentioned, for
every n, Pn and P
_
n form varieties. We now briefly discuss the equations defining
these varieties, as done in [10], based off of Valiants original identities [18]. Since
the SWAP gate is in either pC2qb4 or ppC2q˚qb4, we will thoroughly examine these
particular cases.
Let P “
ř
IĎrns αI |Iy be a vector in pC
2qbn. The most basic equations that P
must satisfy to be in Pn are that αI “ 0 for |I| odd. The following observation will
be important later on.
Observation 2.8. The variety Pn is contained in a proper linear subspace of
pC2qbn.
Similar linear equations hold for P_n . For n “ 0, 1, 2, 3, these linear equations
define all of Pn, and their counterparts define all of P
_
n . For n ě 4, more non-trivial
equations appear. For n “ 4, we have the extra equation
αHαr4s “ αr4s “ αt1,2uαt3,4u ´ αt1,3uαt2,4u ` αt2,3uαt1,4u,
noting that αH “ PfpHq “ 1. In general, the equations arise from the the param-
eterizations of Pn by Pfaffians of matrices. The general variety is defined by the
Grassmann-Plu¨cker relations. The variety P_4 is defined by the similar equation
αHαr4s “ αH “ αt1,2uαt3,4u ´ αt1,3uαt2,4u ` αt2,3uαt1,4u
and the linear equations αI “ 0 for |I| odd. The Grassmann-Plu¨cker relations can
be slightly adapted to describe the variety P_n in general. The following equations
can be found in [12], for example.
Theorem 2.9. Let G “
ř
IĎrns αI |Iy P pC
2qbn. Then it lies in Pn if for every
disjoint set of integers R,S, T , with |T | “ |R| ` 4k (k ą 0),ÿ
AYB“RYT
AXB“H
ǫpS YA,S YB,R, T qαSYAαSYB “ 0
where ǫpS Y A,S Y B,R, T q “ ˘1 and αH “ 1. Omitting the condition αH “
1 defines the cone over the variety, CPn. These same equations also define the
variety P_n where G “
ř
IĎrns αixI| except with the above sets replaced with their
complements in rns.
3. Orbit Closures of Pfaffian (Co)Gates
Theorem 2.6 implies that the value of a Pfaffian circuit Γ is a polynomial in the
entries of the Pfaffian (co)gates appearing in the circuit. The set of gates in Γ have
a group SLΓ acting on them as previously described in Section 2. For every set of
gates in this orbit, the circuit has the same value.
Furthermore, since we have a polynomial that takes a constant value on a set, it
takes that same value on any point in the Zariski closure of that set. As such, we
can extend our definition of Pfaffian circuits even further to include those circuits Γ
whose gates are in the GLΓ orbit closure of a set of Pfaffian (co)gates, rather than
just the orbit.
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The reason for considering this in the context of the SWAP gate is as follows: if
there was a Pfaffian circuit as in Definition 2.1 which included a SWAP gate, then
this would imply that the SWAP gate was in the orbit of SLp2,Cq4 acting on P4
or P_4 . However, it has been shown that this is not the case [13].
Under our extended definition, if there is a circuit Γ in the orbit closure of a
Pfaffian circuit which contains the SWAP gate, this implies that the SWAP gate lies
in the orbit closure of SLp2,Cq4 acting on P4 or P
_
4 . Something similar was done in
the context of knot theory to find R-matrices that did not satisfy the Reidemeister
moves, yet nonetheless could be used to define polynomial knot invariants [15].
In this setting, we shall see that the SWAP gate does not lie in the orbit closure
of any Pfaffian (co)gate. To show this, we will show that no Pfaffian (co)gate
agrees with the SWAP gate on the polynomial invariants of SLp2,Cq4 ñ pC2qb4
or SLp2,Cq4 ñ ppC2q˚qb4. The polynomial ring of the first action is known to
be generated by four algebraically independent invariants. Using the self-duality
of SLp2,Cq, we can then deduce the four algebraically independent invariants that
generate the invariant ring of the latter action.
3.1. The polynomial invariants of SLp2,Cq4 acting on pC2qb4 and its dual.
The generators for SLp2,Cq4 ñ pC2qb4 were described in [11]. We first describe
these invariants and then determine what values they take on the SWAP gate.
We identify the coordinate ring of pC2qb4 with the ring Crx1, . . . , x16s. The first
invariant is one of Cayley’s hyperdeterminants:
Hpx1, . . . , x16q “ x1x16 ´ x2x15 ´ x3x14 ` x4x13
´x5x12 ` x6x11 ` x7x10 ´ x8x9.
The other three can be described as determinants of the following matrices.
L “
¨
˚˝˚x1 x5 x9 x13x2 x6 x10 x14
x3 x7 x11 x15
x4 x8 x12 x16
˛
‹‹‚, M “
¨
˚˝˚x1 x9 x3 x11x2 x10 x4 x12
x5 x13 x7 x15
x6 x14 x8 x16
˛
‹‹‚, and
B “
¨
˝ x1x4 ´ x2x3 x1x8 ` x4x5 ´ x3x6 ´ x2x7 x5x8 ´ x6x7P1px1, . . . , x16q P2px1, . . . , x16q P3px1, . . . , x16q
x9x12 ´ x10x11 x9x16 ` x12x13 ´ x11x14 ´ x10x15 x13x16 ´ x14x15
˛
‚
where
P1px1, . . . , x16q “ x1x12 ` x4x9 ´ x3x10 ´ x2x11,
P2px1, . . . , x16q “ x1x16 ` x4x13 ` x5x12 ` x8x9 ´ x3x14 ´ x2x15 ´ x7x10 ´ x6x11,
P3px1, . . . , x16q “ x5x16 ` x8x13 ´ x6x15 ´ x7x14.
Theorem 3.1 ([11]). For the standard action SLp2,Cq4 ñ pC2qb4, the invariant
ring
CrpC2qb4sSLp2,Cq
4
“ CrH, detpLq, detpMq, detpBqs.
Now we consider the invariant ring of SLp2,Cq4 ñ ppC2q˚qb4 by the contragra-
dient action. As it turns out, this action is isomorphic to the standard action of
SLp2,Cq4 ñ pC2qb4 by the self-duality of SLp2,Cq. Given a matrix M P SLp2, Cq,
conjugating by
T “
ˆ
0 ´1
1 0
˙
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yields pM´1qT . Let Θ “ Tb4.
We define the linear map φ : pC2qb4 Ñ ppC2q˚qb4 by v ÞÑ pΘvqT . Then for
g “ pg1, g2, g3, g4q P SLp2,Cq
4,
φpg.vq “ φppb4i“1giqvq “ pΘpb
4
i“1giqΘ
´1ΘvqT
“ vTΘT pb4i“1g
´1
i q “ g.φpvq.
Thus φ is an equivariant isomorphism. We define H: : ppC2q˚qb4 Ñ C by H: “
HpφpvqT q. We define detpLq:, detpMq:, and detpBq: likewise.
Corollary 3.2. For the contragradient action of SLp2,Cq4 ñ ppC2q˚qb4, the in-
variant ring
CrppC2q˚qb4sSLp2,Cq
4
“ CrH:, detpLq:, detpMq:, detpBq:s.
Now note that there is an isomorphism of varieties Ψ : P4 Ñ pP
_
4 q
T , where
pP_4 q
T Ď pC2qb4 is the image of P_4 under the transpose map. It is given by
p|0yx1| ` |1yx0|qb4 “
ř
IĎr4s |IyxI|. In fact, this map is an involution. Now we can
express Θ as p´|0yx1|` |1yx0|qb4 “
ř
IĎr4s p´1q
|I||IyxI|. Since both P4 and pP_4 q
T
lie in the subspace V of vectors
ř
IĎr4s αI |Iy where αI “ 0 if |I| is odd, we see that
Θ|V “ Ψ|V ùñ Θ|P4 “ Ψ|P4 . So we have the following fact.
Proposition 3.3. Let SLp2,Cq4 ñ P4 by the standard action and SLp2,Cq
4
ñ P_4
by the contragradient action, then CrP4s
SLp2,Cq4 – CrP_4 s
SLp2,Cq4 .
Proof. By Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2, it suffices to show thatHpvq “ H:pΨpvqq,
detpLqpvq “ detpLq:pΨpvqq, etc. when H, detpLq, detpMq, and detpBq are restricted
to P4 and H
:, detpLq:, detpMq:, and detpBq: are restricted to P_4 .
We see that for v P P_4 , H
:pvq “ HpφpvqT q “ HpΘvT q “ HpΨvT q and ΨvT P P4.
A similar argument holds for the other three generators. 
As a consequence of this, to determine if the SWAP gate is in the orbit closure
of SLp2,Cq4 ñ P4 or the orbit closure of SLp2,Cq
4
ñ P_4 , we need only look at its
values on the invariants H, detpLq, detpMq, detpBq.
3.2. The SWAP gate is not in the orbit closure of any Pfaffian (co)gate.
We first write down the SWAP gate as a vector and compute its values on the
invariants H, detpLq, detpMq, and detpBq. As an element of ppC2q˚qb2 b pC2qb2,
the SWAP gate is expressed as |00yx00|` |01yx10|` |10yx01|` |11yx11|. Vectorizing
it using the transpose map pC2qb2 Ñ ppC2q˚qb2, we get that the SWAP gate is the
vector |0000y ` |1010y ` |0101y ` |1111y. We can also vectorize it to an element of
ppC2q˚qb4 similarly, getting the vector x0000|` x1010|` x0101|` x1111| If we index
its coefficients by β1, . . . , β16, we have that β1 “ β6 “ β11 “ β16 “ 1 and βi “ 0 for
all other i.
Plugging βi into xi into the generators of the invariant ring gives thatHpSWAPq “
2, detpLqpSWAPq “ 1, detpMqpSWAPq “ 0 and detpBqpSWAPq “ 0. We let I be
the ideal formed by these polynomials. Then we note that vanishing locus of the
ideal J generated by the equations αI “ 0 for |I| odd and the polynomial
αHαr4s “ αt1,2uαt3,4u ´ αt1,3uαt2,4u ` αt2,3uαt1,4u
contains both P4 and pP
_
4 q
T as subvarieties.
Theorem 3.4. The SWAP gate is not in the orbit closure of any Pfaffian (co)gate
under the respective actions of SLp2,Cq4.
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Proof. By Proposition 3.3, it suffices to show that I`J “ Crx1, . . . , x16s. Running
this computation in Macaulay2 quickly yields that this is true. 
One may wonder if there is something to be gained by looking at the orbit closure
of GLp2,Cq4 acting on the SWAP gate as it is a larger group. However, this is not
the case. As previously mentioned, it was shown in [13] that the SWAP gate is
not in the GLp2,Cq4 orbit of any Pfaffian (co)gate. Thus we need only consider
the boundary of these orbits. We recall a powerful tool in analyzing boundaries of
orbits:
Theorem 3.5 (The Hilbert-Mumford Criterion [9]). For a linearly reductive group
G acting on a variety V , if v P G.wzG.w then there exists a 1-parameter subgroup
(or cocharacter) λ : kˆ Ñ G (where λ is a homomorphism of algebraic groups),
such that limtÑ0 λptq.w “ v.
Now we note that λptq :“ tpI2q
b4 is a cocharacter of the action of GLp2,Cq4
on pC2qb4. We see that it sends every vector to the origin as t Ñ 0. Thus every
GLp2,Cq4 orbit closure intersects the origin an so the closures of any two orbits
intersect. This makes looking at GLp2,Cq4 orbit closures rather meaningless.
4. Tensors Orthogonal to Pfaffian Gates
In this section, we find Pfaffian (co)gates that in a certain basis act identically
to the SWAP gate, although other restrictions must be applied to the circuit. Thus
certain cogates can be replaced with the SWAP gate and not change the value of
the Pfaffian circuit.
We rely on Observation 2.8 and the fact that if a vector v´u is in the orthogonal
complement of Pn then xu´ v, P y “ 0 for any Pfaffian gate P P Pn. Thus xu, P y “
xv, P y, leading to the following observation:
Observation 4.1. Suppose we have a Pfaffian circuit and a tensor S equal to
P ` Q where P is a Pfaffian (co)gate in the circuit and Q is orthogonal to every
Pfaffian gate of the same size as in the circuit, then P may be replace by S without
changing the value of the circuit.
Under certain changes of basis, we show that the SWAP gate minus a Pfaffian
cogate is in the orthogonal complement of the subspace containing the Pfaffian
gates (after the change of basis).
Suppose we have a Pfaffian circuit, which in reduced form has gate Ξ “ sPfpXq
and cogate Θ “ sPf_pT q. We know that the value of the circuit is ΘpΞq “ sPfpX`
T˜ q by Theorem 2.6. The cogate Θ is the tensor product of several smaller Pfaffian
cogates, some of which we want to replace with SWAP gates.
Definition 4.2. We say that a vector
ř
IĎrns βI |Iy has odd support if βI “ 0 for
|I| even. We define even support similarly. We also use these terms when referring
to covectors.
For this technique to work, we require that T , X are n ˆ n, with n even. We
would like to perform a change of basis on the SWAP gate so that it is equal to
P `Q, where P is a Pfaffian cogate and Q “
ř
IĎr4s βIxI| has odd support. That
is, Q lies in the orthogonal complement of the subspace containing P4. We can then
switch one Pfaffian cogate with the SWAP tensor: let Θˆ be the tensor product of
all the Pfaffian cogates we are not changing. We have that Θˆ “
ř
IĎrn1s γIxI| which
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has even support. Thus Q b Θˆ lies in the orthogonal complement of the subspace
containing the Pfaffian gate Ξ.
Lemma 4.3. Viewing SWAP as a vector in either ppC2q˚qb4 or pC2qb4, we have
SLp2,Cq4.SWAP – SLp2,Cq2. The orbit GLp2,Cq4.SWAP – σˆpEndpC2q2q, where
σˆ denotes the affine cone over the Segre embedding. In particular, the orbit of
SWAP under the group SLp2,Cq4 is closed while the GLp2,Cq4 orbit of SWAP is
not closed.
Proof. It suffices to prove this for SWAP as a vector in pC2qb4. This is because
both SLp2,Cq and GLp2,Cq are algebraic groups, meaning that inverse map is
a morphism of varieties which will induce an isomorphism between the orbits in
ppC2q˚qb4 and pC2qb4. We recall that
SWAP “ |0000y ` |0101y ` |1010y ` |1111y
after applying the map φ : ppC2q˚qb2 b pC2qb2 Ñ pC2qb4 to the matrix MSWAP “
|00yx00| ` |01yx10| ` |10yx01| ` |11yx11|. The induced action by SLp2,Cq4 (and
GLp2,Cq4) is given by pMT4 bM
T
3 qMSWAPpM1bM2q “MSWAPpM
T
3 M1bM
T
4 M1q
since MSWAP is the map sending V1 b V2 Ñ V2 b V1, where V1, V2 – C
2.
But every element of SLp2,Cq, GLp2,Cq) can be written as gTh for g, h P
SLp2,Cq, g, h P GLp2,Cq, respectively. As such, SLp2,Cq4.SWAP is isomorphic
to the algebraic closure σpSLp2,Cq2q – SLp2,Cq2, where σ is the Segre embedding.
Similarly for GLp2,Cq4.SWAP, except the orbit closure is σˆpEndpC2q2q, since it has
a non-trivial algebraic closure and GLp2,Cq is a cone. 
By Lemma 4.3, it suffices to look at changes of basis of the formM bNb I2b I2
for M,N P SLp2,Cq. Let
M “
ˆ
a b
c d
˙
, N “
ˆ
e f
g h
˙
Then SWAPpM bN b I2 b I2q “ aex0000| ` bfx1100| ` cgx0011|`
bgx1001| ` cfx0110| ` dex1010|`
ahx0101| ` dhx1111| `Q
where Q “
ř
IĎr4s βIxI| has odd support. We want the coefficients ae, bf , cg, bg,
cf , de, ah, and dh to satisfy the relations of being a Pfaffian cogate. That is, we
want dh “ 1 and ae “ 2bcfg ´ adeh, which simplifies to ae “ bcfg. This defines a
variety of basis changes that let us replace a Pfaffian cogate with the SWAP gate.
One solution is given by d “ h “ 1, a “ e “ 1
2
, b “ f “ 1?
2
, and c “ g “ ´ 1?
2
. So
we get our basis change from
M “ N “
˜
1
2
1?
2
´ 1?
2
1
¸
The Pfaffian cogate is then given by sPf_pAq where
A “
¨
˚˝˚ 0 .5 .5 ´.5´.5 0 ´.5 .5
´.5 .5 0 .5
.5 ´.5 ´.5 0
˛
‹‹‚.
So if we apply the basis change sPf_pAqpM´1bM´1bI2bI2q, we can replace this
Pfaffian cogate with the SWAP gate. More generally, for any solution of the above
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equations, we find a skew-symmetric matrix S, and then sPf_pSqpM´1 b N´1 b
I2 b I2q can be replaced with the SWAP gate. Note that this same construction
allows a Pfaffian gate to be replaced with a SWAP gate.
Theorem 4.4. There is a four dimensional variety of basis changes by SLp2,Cq4
such that SWAP“ P `Q where P is Pfaffian and Q has odd support.
Proof. We note that the variety P_4 has a polynomial parameterization by the sPf
_
map. The orbit of the SWAP tensor is parameterized by a choice of element in
SLp2,Cq2. More precisely we have a the polynomial isomorphism Ψ : SLp2,Cq2 Ñ
SLp2,Cq4.SWAP given by pM1,M2q ÞÑ
ř
αIxI| and sPf
_ : J4 Ñ P_4 given by the
sPf_pNq “
ř
βixI|. Then we find a Gro¨bner basis for the ideal I :“ xαI ´ βI :
|I| eveny ` xdetpM1q ´ 1, detpM2q ´ 1y in Macaulay2. 
A caveat to this construction: we cannot replace more than one cogates we
found in Theorem 4.4 with a SWAP gate. This is because if the SWAP gate is
written as P `Q with P a cogate and Q with odd support under a change of basis,
pP `Qqb2 “ P bP `P bQ`QbP `QbQ. We see that P bP is again a cogate,
P bQ, and QbP have odd support, but QbQ has even support. If P bP `QbQ
is a cogate, only then this would be fine.
In general, the more SWAP gates one wishes to replace, the more restrictions
one gets. We need to look at SWAPbk and try to write it as P `Q as before. In
full generality, when we want to replace a Pfaffian cogate with another tensor, we
are considering the following problem:
Problem 4.5. Let Wn Ă ppC
2q˚qbn be the subspace of tensors of even support
and PWn : ppC
˚q2qbn Ñ W be the associated linear projector. For a tensor G P
ppC2q˚qbn, determine if PWnpSLp2,Cqn.Gq X P
_
n ‰ H or if
PWnpGLp2,Cq
n.Gq XG ‰ H.
If the projection of the orbit closure of G onto Wn intersects the orbit closure
of Pfaffian cogates, then it can be used as a cogate in a Pfaffian circuit, replacing
a Pfaffian cogate after a suitable change of basis, without increasing the time com-
plexity. We now look at the case of SWAPbk for k ą 1 and we find that the above
construction no longer works.
Theorem 4.6. For G “ SWAPb2,
PW8pSLp2,Cq
8.Gq X CP_8 “
PW8 pGLp2,Cq
8.Gq X C˚P_8 “ H.
Proof. We first looked at the ideal defining PW8pSLp2,Cq
8.Gq which is parameter-
ized by a choice of four matrices in SLp2,Cq. Intersecting this ideal with the ideal
parameterizing CP_8 , without the relation a|1¨¨¨1y “ 1, in Macaulay2 revealed that
the intersection of the closures of these sets were empty.
We then considered the ideal I “ V pPW8 pEndpC
2q8.Gq X P_8 q. We note that
since PW8pGLp2,Cq
8.Gq is closed under multiplication by elements of C˚, it suffices
to check that PW8pGLp2,Cq
8.Gq X P_8 “ H.
The space PW8 pEndpC
2q8.Gq is parameterized by choosingM1, . . . ,M4 P EndpC
2q.
We found that I contained the polynomial detpM1q ¨ ¨ ¨ detpM4q using Macaulay2.
Thus at least one of the matrices parameterizing the intersection is not invertible.
This shows that
PW8pGLp2,Cq
8.Gq X P_8 “ H.
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
As it turns out, the inability to replace a Pfaffian cogate with SWAPb2 will make
it impossible to replace a Pfaffian cogate with SWAPbk for k ą 2. Let us write
SWAP “ PW4 pSWAPq ` PWK
4
pSWAPq and then see that
SWAPbk “
ÿ
Uj“W4,W
K
4
jPrks
kâ
i“1
PUipSWAPq.
Furthermore, each of these summands lie in pairwise orthogonal subspaces. Look-
ing at PW4kpSWAP
bkq, this projects onto those subspaces
Âk
i“1 Ui where an even
number of Uj “W
K
4 .
Theorem 4.7. For k ě 2, we have that for G “ SWAPbk,
PW4kpSLp2,Cq
4k.Gq X CP_4k “
PW4kpGLp2,Cq
4k.Gq X C˚P_8 “ H.
Proof. We look at the relations defined in Theorem 2.9. We let S “ T “ H and
R “ r8s (where S is the complement of S since we are looking at cogates). This
corresponds to looking at the summands of
PW4 pSWAPq b PW4pSWAPq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b PW4pSWAPq and
PWK
4
pSWAPq b PWK
4
pSWAPq b PW4pSWAPq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b PW4 pSWAPq
of PW4k p(SWAP q
bkq. Now let β be the coefficient of the vector |0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0y in the vector
PW4pk´2qpSWAP
bpk´2qq. The relations induced by this choice of subset are actually
the Pfaffian cogate relations on βPW8pSWAP
b2q which we know from Theorem 4.6
has no solution.

We note that the for any G that one wishes to replace a Pfaffian cogate with,
if k copies cannot be placed into a Pfaffian circuit, then k ` 1 cannot either, using
arguments completely analogous to those in Theorem 4.7.
5. Conclusion
In this paper we have introduced two algebraic methods for altering Pfaffian
circuits so that value remains unchanged. This were using orbit closures as well
as the fact that the standard pairing of vectors is degenerate when restricted to
Pfaffian (co)gates.
The point of considering these algebraic approximations is to increase the gates
available to those designing algorithms using tensor networks. We have considered
the SWAP gate as a proof of concept as it is a very natural gate and an active
area of research is focused on the relationship between planarity, computational
complexity, and Pfaffian circuits.
This methods, as we have shown, allow for a single SWAP gate to be approxi-
mated by a Pfaffian circuit but it seems that planarity is very strongly tied to these
networks. Still, for considering other gates, it may be that these methods prove to
be more robust.
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